




OIL  PUMPS  &  FILTERS

High-speed applications can lead to cavitation, or the formation of vapor bubbles within the oil,
reducing  performance. Specialty oil pumps,  like  Melling  Performance's Shark Tooth, which  is
designed to provide more time for the oil to fill the gear set, can delay the onset of cavitation, a
company source told  us.

Osterhaus said that Melling's Shark Tooth

oil  pumps for small  block Chevrolet 9ngines
"utilize a helical  asymmetrical gear set that

improves the operation of the pump by

significantly reducing the pressure ripple

produced by spur-gear oil pumps. The helical-

gear design  provides more time for the oil to fill
the gear set, resulting in improved performance

and  delaying the onset of cavitation."

What's the difference between a standard-
volume, a high-volume, and a high-

pressure oil pump?
"Standard volume relates to the volumetric

flow rate matching the original oil  pump for the

engine," said  Osterhaus.  "A high-volume oil

pump produces more flow rate than a standard
pump. This is accomplished by changing the
rotor or gear set, typically by increasing the

thickness of the set. A high-pressure oil pump

indicates that the oil pressure required to open

the pressure relief valve is increased relative to

the original design. To do this, the design of the

pressure relief spring is changed to apply more
force to the pressure relief valve. This means

an oil pump can be both high-volume and

high-pressure."

A high-volume oil  pump,  Osterhaus said,
"will  provide more oil flow to the engine

across the engine's operating range. Any

modifications that will  increase the engine's

demand for oil-larger bearing clearances,
higher flow-rate lifters,  adding  piston and/

or valve spring oilers-will  require a high-
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volume pump.  A high-pressure oil  pump will

supply additional oil flow at higher engine

speeds due to less oil  passing through the oil

pump's internal  pressure relief circuit.  Many
factory stock performance engines came with

standard-volume high-pressure oil pumps."

Osterhaus also pointed out that "the oil

demands of performance engine blocks
with  priority main  lubrication are  less than

factory blocks,  so a stock-volume oil  pump

is recommended. A high-volume oil  pump

will  supply too  much  oil  and  result in  high oil

pressure across the engine's operating range.
In the case of GM's LSX and  Dart's LSNext

blocks, a stock-volume pump can provide too
much oil. As a result,  Melling has developed a

low-volume oil  pump for aftermarket LS engine

blocks with  priority main oiling systems."

When making pump rec`ommendations to

customers, Schroeder uses these guidelines:
"lf the customer has a rear sump, where the

deepest part of the oil pan is toward the back of

the vehicle,  like  1979-1995 Mustangs,  and the

oil  pump is in the front of the engine with that big

long oil  pump  pickup tube,  I would  recommend

strongly that a high-volume oil  pump be used.

If the vehicle has an oil cooler,  remote filter,

and an extra-capacity oil pan,  [and] is a street/

strip car that also might see an autocross or go

on a road course,  I  recommend a high-volume

oil  pump.  If the vehicle is being used for drag

racing,  or is a street/strip car that will only be

raced in a straight line and has to run a stock

capacity oil pan, then I would recommend a

standard-volume oil  pump.  For the vehicles that

have the luxury of being able to run an extra-

capacity oil  pan, and are being used in a drag

race application in which the operator of the

vehicle is less inclined to watch their gauges,  I

would recommend a high-volume oil pump.  If

the last horsepower is trying to be freed  up in

a drag race car, even those with extra-capacity

oil pans, then  I recommend a standard volume

oil pump,  but stress that the operator has to be

aware of what the gauges are telling them and

to act if there is a severe pressure drop."

I put a vacuum-pump system on my car
and now I don't have the oil pressure I used
to. What happened?

"Vacuum pump usage relative to oil

pump functioning  is the least understood
thing with the racing public and even many

engine builders," said Verne Schumann of

Schumann`s Sales & Service,  Blue Grass,

Iowa.  "lf you  put a vacuum system on  it,

you've taken away the whole life-support
system of priming the pump.  Ninety-nine

percent of oil  pumps in the automotive
world are vented to the atmosphere. The

atmospheric pressure pushes on the oil
reservoir pool in the oil  pan and helps push

the oil into the screen.  Once the oil gets up to

the gears, then  it's self-sustaining.
"Our Energy Becovery Engineering System

takes the extra oil, commonly called the bypass

Discussing your needs with an oil pump  manufacturer is the best way to find the right fit for
each application.  Pictured  here is  Dailey Engineering's  LS dry-sump system, which features an
optional air/oil separator and adjustable pressure regulator.



oil, and pressurizes it to whatever the oil pump
is set at, to send it back to the intake tube of
the oil pump system. You.ll have the normal oil

pressure and volume uffl the vacuum pump
system operat.anal,a Schumann added.

Do clearances alid oil selection affect oil
pump recommendation?

"They have a huge effect on the oil pump's

performance. so much so that we recommend
the customer \rork \hm us directly," explained
Schroeder. -Other vaifables are the intended
rpm range of the engine: if the engine is
normally aspirated or has a power adder,
and what fuel type the engine uses. From this
information we can recommend which of our

pumps be used, be drive`n at what speed, and
even come up \^th a custom dry-sump pump
•specifjcallytajloredtotha{application."

What is the functional difference between
a rotary (aka gear rotor or gerotor) and
geared oil pump for a performance engine?

"A gerotor-style pump is a gcod slow-speed

pump, but once it gets past about 4,500
engine rpm, it can't pick up any more oil, or
increase the volume or pressure of oil going

through the motor," sald Mark Mittel of System
1  Filters, Tulare, California. aAt System  1, every

pump we make is spur-gear style. Our pumps
will go up to 8,800 rpm before they start to
nose over and cavitate. The spur-gear stuff
is what you want if you're going to set your

engine on  kill every time."
"Gear rotor has been the OEM choice since

the  1960s because it is more efficient," said

Schumann. "The exit speed of the oil-how fast
it comes out of the pump, in feet per second-
can be double that of a gear-to-gear pump."

But in the performance industry,  "two

engines that constitute a big chunk of sales,

the small block Chevy and big block Chevy,
have gear-to-gear pumps," Schumann added.
"And they've gotten outdated by OE thinking

and engineering of the gear rotor pumps."

To help level the playing field, Schumann

developed the Paddle Wheel oil pump, a

gear-to-gear pump with scallops machi.ned
into each gear tooth.

uln a gear-to-gear oil pump, when you turn  it

over it squeezes the oil, and that oil oozes out

of the gearset,"  he explained.  "With a Paddle

Wheel pump, the oil oozes up to the paddles,

and the paddles catch it and accelerate it.
The net result is that the Paddle Wheel gear-

to-gear oil pump is no longer obsolete."
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Can an oil pump make horsepower?
"Cars driven on the street today have oil

pump systems that are roughly 30 percent
larger than what the engine needs," observed

Schumann.  "lf you run a stock or super stock

car with a typical old-school  high-volume

racing pump,  it's 30% bigger than a stock

pump, and the stock pump is 30°/a bigger
than what the engine needs. Add those up
and now you have an oiling system that's 60%

larger than what the engine needs to survive.

Bacers and engine builders have figured out

they can run a standard-volume oil pump

because it's still 30% bigger than what the

engine needs.
"General  Motors has told  some of the

best engine  builders  in the country that you

can't go  less than their half-inch  gear rotor

pump for the  LS engine  (or the optional,
non-warrantied  0.420-inch  pump used for

the COPO Camaro only),"  he continued.
"But we have people  running 0.325-inch

gear thickness  in our drag  strip  pump,
and  they're  picking  up  10,12,  up to  16

horsepower, depending  upon how much
overkill the system  had  before.  And the

bearing  life has  held  up for the entire  race

season,  no  issues."

What are the advantages of a dry-sump
oiling system?

"With a dry-sump system, the oil  pan  is



Remind racing customers about the value of
using oil filters specifically for motorsports
applications. In addition to addressing
filtration, engineers have designed these oil
filters to combat pressure drop, increase flow,
and reduce oil bypass.

not used for oil storage as it is with a wet-

sump system," Barcody explained. "Instead,

the pan is specifically designed to be as thin

as possible while still effectively scavenging

the oil that is suspended in the windage

generated by the crankshaft. Oil is stored jn
an external reservoir, eliminating the risk of oil

pump starvation caused by the extreme G-load
effects during racing. With the use of a thin dry-

sump oil pan and remotely mounted oil tank,

the engine can be lowered in the chassis to

improve the vehicle's handling characteristics. `'
"The primary advantage of a dry-sump

system I.s its ability to make more power,"

added Schroeder.  "With very little oil  in the

pan, the rotating assembly is not burdened
with the weight of excess oil (commonly

referred to as `windage'). And because

there is no internal pump, the windage tray

or screen, which isolates sump oil from the

rotating assembly, can run the full length of

the pan.  Keeping the rotating assembly free

of windage allows it to spin freely and make

more power.  In addition, the extra crankcase
vacuum created by the dry-sump pump helps

to improve ring seal for additional  power gain."
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